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Preface 
 
Marking is a professional judgment of the quality of the work against the marking criteria. 
 

Marking is not an exact science. Markers will be using criteria that may lead them to look 
at several different mark bands before using their judgment to put the mark in the band that is most 
appropriate.  This may involve considering that a mark could be raised if outstanding evidence of 
(for example) critical thinking and analysis was on display, even though slightly weaker 
presentation might be more appropriately reflected in a lower band.  
 

Marking is a positive process. The mark scheme is not a reflection of the effort put in or the 
volume of detail on display. Marks are never ‘taken off’, nor is work ‘penalised for failing to…’. 
Rather, marks are given in response to the evidence that presents itself to markers. Markers 
should not feel any difficulty about giving sound, worthy pieces of work marks in the 50s or even 
the 40s. That is an appropriate reward in itself – a pass or good pass – for work that shows 
acceptable research and good detail. Higher rewards come, through the positive marking process, 
for sustained analysis, when worthy work moves upwards into the bands in the 60s.  
 

The boundaries at 60% and 70% are particularly clearly delineated. It should not 
normally be possible for work to get first class marks (70% and above) unless elements of 
independence, innovative approach and sustained, powerful critical insight are in place. Similarly, it 
is not possible for work to get over 60% (2.1 classification) unless analysis is sustained throughout 
the essay. Strongly documented, worthy pieces of work that lapse into description would not 
normally be graded higher than 59%.   
 

The highest two bands would normally be used rarely, though marks should be 
given into the 80s where really outstanding work is evidence, and where there are elements either 
of originality or of independent thinking and deeper reflection, backed up by outstanding evidence 
and critical insight.  
 
 


